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Art

Indian Art

Year 3

What I should already know





Vocabulary
miniatures

Small paintings often painted on cloth or paper

The children have some knowledge of rangoli patterns

murals

Large scale wall paintings

The children will have some knowledge of repeating
and symmetrical patterns

mighal

South Asian painting confined to miniatures.

rajput

Indian painting with colours extracted from certain minerals, plant sources and precious stones.

kangra

Sub-Himalayan paintings named after a former
princely state.

mysore

South Indian painting, mostly of Hindu God’s

Explain the differences and similarities of Indian painting styles.

madhubani

Indian painting, using a variety of tools such as
fingers, twigs, nib pens and matchsticks. Natural
dyes and pigments are used.

Describe the colours and patterns used in an Indian festival using
language such as, glowing, natural, pale, pigment, primary, secondary, shade, vibrant,

pattachitra

Eastern Indian, cloth based scroll painting.

rarngoli

Patterns created on the floor using materials such
as coloured rice

henna

A dye prepared from a plant

bristly, bumpy,
gritty, prickly,
rough, sandy,
uneven

The texture of artwork, how it feels.

The children will have some knowledge of the Indian
culture.

Key questions and metacognition strategies will continue to be used to encourage pupils to recognise the
factors that influence their own performance and the
different approaches they can use for their learning.
These will include setting goals, formative planning,
monitoring and controlling learning and assessing the
results and strategies used.

Technical Knowledge and skills
 Paint or sketch copies of Indian paintings
 Understand the Indian Holi and elephant festival
 Use different mediums to make and decorate a 3D elephant
 Make, copy and create symmetrical, and repeating patterns
that represent the Indian culture

 Use a range of materials to create painted fabric
 Use colours and patterns to create draw or trace a rangoli
pattern

 Use coloured salt or sand to make a rangoli pattern

Sticky Knowledge

Explain what henna is and why it is significant to the Indian culture
Explain what a rangoli pattern is

